Effects of Soil Erosion Barriers on Percent Cover and
Sediment Size
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Introduction

•In 2015, a restoration project began in the island’s interior
Soledad Ridge to reestablish native plants and reverse the trend
of sediment loss. The roots of plants aid in stabilizing soil, so
their colonization may prevent further erosion.

Above: a photo of a slope that has lost topsoil, exposing the roots of an SRI island oak tree.
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• Along the transect, we recorded intervals of vegetation
growth. The sum of these intervals were used to calculate
percent cover.
• Sediment samples were taken at each transect. We sorted and
weighed sediment to observe the distribution of sediment
sizes.
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• Using the line-intercept method for vegetation sampling, we
measured three-meter long transects at two types of locations
– soil erosion barriers were either present or absent. The
erosion barriers were installed before the year’s previous
growing season, allowing for annual vegetation to grow
before sampling.
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Above : soil erosion barriers after successful installation
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•Do areas with soil erosion barriers have a greater percentage of
annual plant cover than areas that lack these barriers?
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Questions
•Do areas with soil erosion barriers have a greater proportion of
smaller sediment sizes than areas that lack these barriers?
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•A ranching island since the 1800s, the removal of ungulates
from Santa Rosa Island (SRI) in 2011 marked an end to large
herbivores that put heavy grazing pressure on endemic plants
and compromised sediment integrity, which allow the top soil
to be lost on some parts of the island.
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Results  &  Discussion
•The preliminary data suggests that restoration attempts
using soil erosion barriers are successful at plant
recruitment but do not affect sediment size.
•This plant recruitment may create a positive feedback
loop in the future, as root systems further stabilize the
slope, enabling more plants to be recruited to the
restoration site.

Above : an example of vegetation stabilizing a slope

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------•Areas with soil erosion barriers have a greater percentage
of plant cover (24.5%) compared with areas where soil
erosion barriers are absent (10.2%).
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•There is not a difference in the distribution of sediment
sizes between areas with soil erosion barriers and areas that
lack these barriers.
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